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Introduction: 
 

With the referendum held in 2016, majority of British people voted in favour of 

leaving the EU and the negotiations has been going on since. It’s global popularity only 

increased with the word “Brexit” which is created by combining the words “Britain” and 

“Exit”. It is the utmost important discussion topic among the UK people and the parliament. 

With the UK president changing multiple times during the negotiations, uncertainty ruled 

supreme over the parliament. It’s effects are not limited to UK only and it has a great 

possibility of effecting lots of European Union member countries. It has been so difficult to 

reach an agreement because there are some really important topic that must be covered like 

the financial settlements and the border between Ireland and Northern Ireland. 

 

Definition of Key Terms: 
 

Referendum: Voting done by the people on a direct proposal. 
 

Brexit: Negotiations on the withdrawal of UK from the EU 
 

European Union (EU): Political block that consists of 28 countries that is established in order 

to promote peace, remove borders and barriers, encourage technological and scientific 

development. 

 

Figure 1: Member states of the European Union 



United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UK): Unitary sovereign state that 

consists of four countries undermentioned: 

• England 

• Wales 

• Scotland 

• Northern Ireland 
 

 

Figure 2: Terminology of British Isles 

 

Hard Border: A border between two countries that has physical border installations. 
 

No-Deal Brexit: UK’s withdrawal from the EU without an agreement. 
 

The Labour Party: Opposition party of UK Parliament, led by Jeremy Corbyn, their ideology 
is social democracy, left wing political party. 



Article 50: Part of an EU treaty that sets out how member countries can leave. 
 

Divorce Bill: The money that UK must pay to EU in order to leave. 
 

Background Information: 
 

The results of 2016 referendum clearly shows that the majority of British people 

supports the withdrawal from the issue. However, the majority was sustained just by the 

51.9% of the votes. On the other hand there was a 48.1% of the people who did not want 

Brexit. This was a clear indication of the upcoming debates and controversies. When we look 

at the UK’s 2019 general elections we can understand that Brexit supporters also supports the 

Conservative Party by looking at the similarity between their voting percentages (Brexit 

Referendum-Leave: 51.9%, General Elections-Conservatives: 45%). The votes of the non- 

brexit supporters was split between The Labour Party an The Liberal Democrat Party which 

have similar ideologies. So we can clearly see that it is battle of ideologies. 

 

In the end, it did not matter because the referendum was done and the results were 

clearly in favour of leaving the European Union. Now, the question was “How?”. There is 

several options in front of the British government but the main goal is to leave with and 

agreement. There was some draft deals like the deal prepared by Theresa May when she was 

the prime minister and it was agreed by the EU. However, it contained some controversial 

plans like the “Irish Backstop” which is the reason why the current prime minister Boris 

Johnson prepared a new deal called “The new protocol”. It replaces the controversial parts but 

most of the deal rests the same. There is also a possibility of leaving without a deal. Which 

recently gained popularity by the sayings of Boris Johnson about the possibility of it. A no- 

deal Brexit would mean, UK will no longer be bound by EU rules. This would cause UK to 

face EU’s external tariffs. Which can lead to; 

 

• Disagreements across the borders which would provoke companies and businesses to 

move to EU member countries to have benefits of open borders. 

• Professionals -previously recognised by EU- might not have the qualifications to be 
recognised by UK and they can no longer practice. 

• UK not having to obey the rulings of EU courts like the European Court of Justice. 

• UK not having to pay the annual contribution to EU budget (£13 Billion). 

• UK being cut out on the EU policies that gives economic aid to people (Ex: 
Agricultural policy) 

• Customs and immigration controls in Irish border. 

• Issue of the Irish border remaining unresolved. 



 
 

Figure 3: The border between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland 
 

Figure 4: Local results of 2016’s Brexit Referendum 
 

Figure 5: Graph showing the people’s support towards no-deal Brexit 



Involved Countries and Organizations: 
 

United Kingdom: UK is the country who is currently negotiating to leave the EU. It is the 

country that the Brexit originates. 

 

European Union: Since a country is negotiating to leave the EU, It makes European Union 

directly involved with the events. 

 

All EU Member Countries: Since they are the part of an organization who is directly involved 

with the events. They are directly linked with the events. 

 

Conservative Party: The political party in power in UK, led by Boris Johnson (UK Prime 

Minister), their ideology is conservatism. They have the Brexit deal called “The New 

Protocol”. They acknowledge a possibility of no-deal. 
 

Figure 6: Conservatives leader Boris Johnson delivering a speech. 

 

The Labour Party: Opposition party of UK Parliament, led by Jeremy Corbyn, their ideology 

is social democracy. They do not support Brexit. They are absolutely against a no-deal Brexit. 

The “Remain” votes of the 2016 mostly came from The Labour Party. 

Figure 7: Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn during his speech with the motto: “It’s Time 

For a Real Change” 



Republic of Ireland: The controversies over the Irish border in a possible no-deal situation, 

requires their involvement in debates. 

 

Timeline of Events: 

 

Event Time 

Referendum 

The United Kingdom votes to leave the 
European Union 

23 June 2016 

David Cameron said he would resign. 24 June 2016 

Theresa May is the new prime minister 15 July 2016 

Theresa May makes a plan for Brexit 

Britain will leave Europe and control the 

European Union migration. 

17 January 2017 

The process of the UK leaving the EU starts 29 March 2017 

General election 

May loses majority in Parliament 
8 June 2017 

EU and UK makes an agreement on 

Withdrawal Agreement 

25 November 2018 

First parliament vote on Brexit deal, this could 

have affected the election. 

15 January 2019 

The House of Commons rejects the deal. May 

says she will resign if Brexit deal is accepted. 

12 March 2019 

The deal was rejected again. The leaving 

process is delayed. 

29 March 2019 

Brexit was delayed to October 31. 11 April 2019 

Theresa May resigns 7 June 2019 

Boris Johnson becomes the prime minister 23 July 2019 

Johnson makes his final Brexit 
recommendations. 

2 October 2019 

Johnson and European Union agrees on new 

Brexit agreement 

17 October 2019 

Parliament votes for more time to study the 

contents 

19 October 2019 

Agreement is extended to 31 January 2020 28 October 2019 



Previous Attempts to Solve the Issue: 
 

Brexit has a very important part in the European economy. Unfortunately there are still 

uncertainties about Brexit. These uncertainties focus on economic activities and business 

investments. Even if there weren’t any problems it is hard to estimate the impacts of Brexit. 

However, Brexit is a loss and loss situation for both the United Kingdom and the European 

Union economies, so in the coming years GDP will be lower. UK found to be more affected 

than EU. If migration and productivity reduces because of Brexit it may exceed 10% of GDP. 

The main impact of Brexit on EU is trade. Some small open economies that are only related 

closely to the UK are heavier due to geographical proximity. In large European countries 

(Germany, France, Italy and Spain) the losses are more likely to be less because trade 

relatively less with the UK. One of the main goals of The United Kingdom with Brexit is to 

take back control of its borders and policies, which will reduce economic losses by making a 

new trade. If the United Kingdom stays in a single market GDP losses resulting from the 

WTO scenario can be controlled. Under the WTO scenario, most of the economic losses for 

the United Kingdom can be eliminated both in the reverse step provided by the Northern 

Ireland Protocol and in the area of free trade for services implied in the Political Declaration. 

The European economy had been expanding faster than ever since the global financial 

crisis. European leaders assumed that they could have a difficult bargain with Britain to 

negotiate the conditions of disintegration. If Britain followed threats to get out of the deal, 

trade would harmed, but Europe calculated that it was strong enough to overcome chaos. 

People walked in London to demand the new referendum about Britain living the 

European Union. The rally appealed to anti-Brexit supporters from all over the country. 

 

Possible Solutions: 
 

Britain's withdrawal from the EU can have consequences in many areas, including 

geopolitical stability, the economy and the defense between them. Many feedback cycles can 

reinforce these results in the long run. 

Scotland's future in the EU is uncertain, and the Scots see EU membership more 

positive than the British. Therefore, for the benefit of the Scottish population, the path of 

prosperity for the future of Scotland must be determined in cooperation with the EU and the 

UK to fully resolve this problem. 

Brexit's final results will depend entirely on the characteristics of the withdrawal 

agreement between the UK and the EU. Therefore, to understand the comprehensive results of 

Brexit, research is very important because all models have positive and negative sides. 

A new model would be prepared for Britain, as his departure from the EU would be 

unprecedented in EU history. Brexit's broader geopolitical implications and the international 

position of the EU, especially with regard to EU-US cooperation and German and Russian 

relative power should not be forgotten when considering this issue. Brexit would certainly 

weaken the EU and probably Britain as well. However, the problem needs to be resolved and 

if the majority of the UK population wants to leave, the highest quality negotiations will be 

required to ensure that all parties leave Brexit with the least damage. 



Useful Links: 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/46607260 
 

https://www.euronews.com/2019/11/01/brexit-draft-deal-first-of-many-hurdles-to-a-smooth- 

exit 
 

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/09/04/no-deal-brexit-could-be-the-end-of-the-beginning-for-the- 

uk.html 
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